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BBVA Venture Videos Proposal - Waypoint Films 8/2017

initial CONCEPTS

Hinge Make more

An Ode to the Entrepreneur 

It’s not new, this venture of yours.  
It’s as old as time. 
It’s what humans do - 
Seeking, striving, surviving  
’til the thought becomes reality 
The Idea made manifest for the rest of us. 

And it’s also not new that what you made  
Was born of more than just sweat equity 

It was born of risk 
Of hope 
Of courage 
Of lunacy 
Imagination, Creativity, Strength 
Of tirelessness 
Driven by the human race’s boundless potential. 

This venture of yours, isn’t just yours.  
It’s all of ours. Thank you. 

Make More

expression

Entrepreneurs are Makers.  

They touch us all with their creations. 
Economically, socially, personally.  

Hinge has been designed to help the Makers 
make. 

To Build, to Bridge, to Share, to Better. 

Hinge helps the Makers Make More.



BBVA Venture Videos Proposal - Waypoint Films 8/2017

initial CONCEPTS

Hinge Make more

execution

OPEN ON: 
Viral/Found Footage of 

An OCTOPUS escaping its confines (see link) 

MUSIC: “Mishima/Opening”  (1:15-1:45) 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txoqe611j-
o&index=1&list=PLcmZmPxo1iEL5RjX8Fn2i0igJnv6jnATr 

VO:   You’re not going to just stay put, are you? 
  No matter the silo they want to put you in 
  It won’t contain you. It won’t define you. 

  Not anymore. 
  
  Because you’re driven by your idea. 
  
  It literally moves you, impels you every day.

Script 1: “Uncontainable”

VO (cont’d):  Until the day it goes from just  
   an idea 
   To a real live business. 

   And you become free. 

The Octopus has escaped and disappears from frame. 

VO:   Hinge. Make More. 

Rough Budget: $15-25 k 
(NOTE: Budgets are estimated ranges which 
will be refined with creative and logistics 
upon award)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AG6JebW63f4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txoqe611j-o&index=1&list=PLcmZmPxo1iEL5RjX8Fn2i0igJnv6jnATr
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AG6JebW63f4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=txoqe611j-o&index=1&list=PLcmZmPxo1iEL5RjX8Fn2i0igJnv6jnATr
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Script 3: “Start Up Zen”

OPEN ON: 

A CO-WORKING SPACE. 

Huddled around a single table are five young START 
UP EMPLOYEES, the whole of their new company. 

A few wear headphones. They’re all drinking coffee. 

Around them, the space is abuzz with others but this 
team remains FOCUSSED. 

Keyboards tapping.  

HEADPHONE GUY starts to HUM to his unheard 
music. 

Then another hums. Then another. 

Hinge Make more

One of the CO-FOUNDERS looks up from his  laptop.  

He catches the eye of the other CO-FOUNDER.  

They look around the table, then  back at each other. 
    
They both smile and start  HUMMING with the others… 
    
Fade to Black. 

SUPER:  Hinge. Make More.

initial CONCEPTS execution

Rough Budget: $45-55 k 
(NOTE: Budgets are estimated ranges which 
will be refined with creative and logistics 
upon award)
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initial CONCEPTS expression

COVAULT
Securing the documents  
that make you, you.

Like it or not, our identities are represented 
beyond just our bodies.  

They exist online.  

They exist at the bank.  

They exist with the government.  

All of our essential identifying documentation, 
from social security numbers to bank accounts 
and credit cards to driver’s license information 
and medical records allows us to exist in the 
world. To keep a roof over our head, to stay 
healthy, happy and safe.

And like it or not, that existence is 
vulnerable.  When those documents 
are shared, they’re exposed.   

Online, over the phone, or even in the 
real world.  

As safe as we want to be, our 
documentation should be even safer. 

Because without it, you aren’t you. 
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COVAULT
Securing the documents  
that make you, you.

initial CONCEPTS execution

A HELPLESSLY CHEERFUL GUY standing in line for 
coffee. 

GUY: What if I told you while I’m ordering this 
 coffee, I’m actually making travel  
 arrangements and buying a new flat  
 screen online while getting someone a 
 new ipad?  That’s right, all while I’m  
 standing in line for coffee. How?  
 Identity theft. It’s the latest way for all 
 my vital information to work for  
 everyone but me. And all I had to do 
 was ignore securing it. Just left it out 
 there for the world to see through my 
 social media and unverified  purchases 
 and careless credit card use.

GUY:  Chances are, you’re eligible, too.  
 Just – do nothing. And sit back  
 and let everyone else enjoy your  
 hard work.  

He arrives at the counter, hands the BARISTA  a 
credit card. She SWIPES. 

BARISTA: Declined. 

Guy nods his head and shrugs, as though he’d 
been expecting it. 

Tag/VO: Secure the documents that make  
  you, you. With Covault. The  
  most  secure way to share you.

Rough Budget:  
$45-55 k 
(NOTE: Budgets are estimated ranges which 
will be refined with creative and logistics 
upon award)

Execution 3: “Eligible”
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initial CONCEPTS expression

Azlo
Beyond Borders

You do business internationally.  
Why doesn’t your banking? 

This simple question is at the heart of the 
Azlo message. 

For all the small multicultural business owners 
out there who’ve put everything into what 
they do and do it all around the world, 
international banking solutions seem few and 
far between. 

Azlo offers a simple, affordable solution to 
the usual complications that get in the way of 
what the Azlo customer wants: to do business 
beyond borders.

The Azlo customer possesses a drive to 
go beyond any conceivable borders in 
order to achieve their dream of 
operating a successful business. 

Azlo celebrates this entrepreneurial 
spirit by exploring the moment these 
business owners decide to start their 
journey by owning this critical tipping 
point as an Azlo Moment.
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Azlo
Beyond Borders

initial CONCEPTS execution

OFFICE. NIGHT. 

HERO sits at her work station, late and alone at the 
office. Again. 

But she SMILES as she types something on her 
computer, its glow illuminating her face. 

She finishes typing. Reads briefly. 

We see her email: “Effective immediately, I resign 
my position with the company.” 

She hits SEND. Inhales. 

Turns off her monitor, grabs her bag and exits. 

VO/TAG: To all those entrepreneurs whose journey 
of a thousand miles started with one step - We 
salute you.  

Azlo. Beyond Borders.

Execution 3: “SEND”

Rough Budget:  
$35-45 k 
(NOTE: Budgets are estimated ranges which 
will be refined with creative and logistics 
upon award)
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initial CONCEPTS execution

DENIZEN
Bank Different A CROWDED COMMERCIAL JET. COACH CLASS. 

Our HERO is wedged into a window seat, looking at his 
BUSINESS PLAN and making notes. 

The plane TOUCHES DOWN, jostling everyone. 

Passengers get up, start crowding the aisles. 

Through them, we see our Hero, having a moment, aware that 
this is the beginning of a new adventure.  

While the whole world of the plane churns around him, he  goes 
through the gamut of emotions a new expat business owner has: 
fear, hope, loneliness, excitement, worry… 

He looks at his business plan, nods, puts it in his back pack, and 
rises to join the fray… 

VO/TAG: Denizen. Navigating with you.

Execution 2: “Redeye”

Rough Budget:  
$45-55 k 
(NOTE: Budgets are estimated ranges which will be refined with 
creative and logistics upon award)



MasterCard	Developer	Zone	is	the	digital	home	to	
the	legendary	brand’s	open	API.	During	a	two-year	
long	campaign,	I	created	video	content	to	promote		
MasterCard’s	global	hackathon	series,	culminating	
in	a	weekend-long	Binale	event	in	San	Francisco.



MASTERCARD DEVELOPER ZONE “FINALE”

INT. WOOD PANELED ROOM IN MANSION

CAVEMAN stands in the middle of the room with his giant CLUB. He 
targets a FLY in his vicinity, snaps at it, chews.

CAVEMAN 
Mmm.

SMOKING JACKET enters with his drink and his attractive PARTNER 
(wearing an identical smoking jacket get-up).

They take in Caveman Adam, then turn to camera.

SMOKING JACKET 
See how far we’ve all come? Not too 
shabby, hackers.

He toasts and sips, smacks his lips.

CAVEMAN 
HACK AWAY!

Caveman wildly swings his club, SMASHING the Globe Bar from original 
spot.

SMOKING JACKET 
With our APIs you’ve got MasterCard’s 
business payment tools to help you make a 
dent in the world with your ingenuity and 
talent. 

Caveman suddenly notices the TRICERATOPS HEAD mounted on the wall. 
He freaks out, goes into hunting mode, hiding prepping a SLINGSHOT



SMOKING JACKET (CONT’D)
When you think about it, you’ve actually 
got the whole MasterCard toolbox, with the 
kind of variety and depth that few other 
companies can offer developers like you. 

Smoking Jacket WHISTLES at the Caveman to get his attention, then 
tosses him a STONE.

SMOKING JACKET (CONT’D)
But you deserve it:  you’re truly the best 
of the best. In the world. So while there 
can only be one Master of Code, you’ve all 
distinguished yourselves as industry 
leaders. And we like having you around.

Caveman HURLS the stone at the Tri-Head, missing and smashing a vase 
on the mantel instead.

SMOKING JACKET (CONT’D)
We’re working hard to improve the user 
experience to meet your start up needs no 
matter what stage you’re at.

Caveman keeps hurling and smashing delicate items surrounding the Tri-
Head, but never hitting the head itself.

SMOKING JACKET (CONT’D)
Our goal is to help you turn your ideas into 
real businesses. You could say we want to 
help “Slingshot” you to the next boundary-
smashing level.

Something else on the mantle smashes.

SMOKING JACKET (CONT’D)
With our tools and your smarts, look what 
we can accomplish together.

Smoking Jacket raises his glass in a toast. 

A hurled STONE lands in it.

2.



Adam and his PARTNER SIP without missing a beat.

3.



Closetbox	was	founded	to	free	you	from	the	
hassle	of	loading,	hauling,	and	moving	into	
storage	by	providing		full-service,	concierge	
storage	with	free	pickup	and	on-demand	
return	delivery	for	the	cost	of	a	traditional	self-
storage	unit.
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VIDEO/GFX/NOTES COPY 

OPEN ON OUR SPOKESWOMAN, 

MICHELLE, IN FRONT OF HER HOUSE – A 

NICE SUBURBAN THREE BEDROOM WITH 

A FRONT PORCH, ATTACHED GARAGE, 

COMFORTABLE FRONT YARD. 

 

AS SHE SPEAKS, HER GARAGE DOOR 

OPENS, REVEALING THE GARAGE IS 

FILLED WITH FURNITURE AND BOXES AND 

CLOTHES 

 

FROM A CLOTHES RACK, HER DAUGHTER 
ALLISON STUMBLES OUT, SQUINTING AT 

THE LIGHT… 

 

 
 
(OFF MICHELLE’S REACTION: CUT TO 
MULTIPLE SCENARIOS DEMONSTRATING 
QUICKLY THE EVERYDAY ISSUES FACING 
THOSE IN NEED OF A STORAGE SOLUTION) 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
MICHELLE:  “LOOK, I’M A PRETTY SMART 
WOMAN. BUT MY LIFE – AND ALL THE 
STUFF IN IT – IS… COMPLICATED.” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
(OFF HER DAUGHTER) “HEY KIDDO!” 
 
ALLISON: “DIDN’T YOU HEAR ME YELLING? 
I’VE BEEN TRAPPED IN THERE SINCE THIS 
MORNING! I CAN’T FIND MY FAVORITE 
SCARF!” 
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SC. 1 –  MICHELLE’S HOUSE, INT. 

MICHELLE AND PARENTS IN UPSTAIRS 

HALLWAY. MICHELLE OPENS GUEST 

ROOM DOOR 

 

THE ROOM IS FILLED WITH BOXES AND 

CONTAINERS WITH NARROW SPACES 

BETWEEN… 

 

SHE EXITS, THEN RETURNS TO HER 

STUNNED PARENTS, PICKS UP ONE OF 

THE SUITCASES. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
MICHELLE (CHEERFULLY): “SO GLAD YOU 
GUYS COULD COME FOR THE WEEK!  
HERE’S YOUR ROOM!” 
 
 
 
 
MICHELLE: “BED’S ON THE RIGHT—WAIT, 
THE LEFT. G’NIGHT!”  
 
 
 
 
MICHELLE: “I’LL JUST KEEP THIS 
DOWNSTAIRS FOR YOU.” 
 
(ALT: 
“OH YOU’RE NOT GOING TO HAVE ROOM 
FOR THIS ONE.”) 
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SC. 3 – STORAGE FAC., INT. 

MICHELLE AND HER DAUGHTER/SON 

NAVIGATING THE ENDLESS 

FLUORESCENT CORRIDORS OF A SELF-

STORAGE FACILITY, BOTH LUGGING 

BOXES.  

 
THEY APPROACH THEIR UNIT, AMONG 

HUNDREDS OF OTHERS, LIGHTS 

FLICKERING ON AND OFF. 

 
MICHELLE OPENS THE UNIT’S DOOR, 

CREAKING. 

SHE PEERS IN, TRYING TO MAKE OUT 

WHAT’S IN THE DARK UNIT. 

LOOKS TO HER LEFT – NOTHING. 

 
LOOKS TO HER RIGHT WHERE THE KID IS 

NOW WEARING A SCARY HALLOWEEN 

MASK –  

 
MICHELLE SCREAMS, PEPPER-SPRAYING 

HER KID, WHO ALSO SCREAMS, RUNNING 

BLIND INTO THE UNIT, SPILLING 

EVERYTHING OUT INTO THE CORRIDOR. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
MICHELLE: “ALLISON?” 
 
 
ALLISON: “MOM, WHY ARE WE PUTTING 
THIS IN STORAGE –“ 
 
 
 
MICHELLE: “AAAAHHHHH!” 
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SC. 4 –  MICHELLE’S HOUSE, INT. 

ESTABLISH STAIRCASE IN FAMILY HOME. 

 

A COUCH IS SOMEHOW WEDGED IN THE 

HOUSE’S STAIRWELL, HIGH ABOVE THEIR 

HEADS.  

 

AFTER A BEAT OF STARING AT IT, 

MICHELLE REACHES OUT OF FRAME AND 

PICKS UP A CHAINSAW, WHICH FIRES UP 

AS SHE LIFTS TOWARD THE COUCH. 
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SC. 5 – 

A PRIUS IN MICHELLE’S DRIVEWAY. 

MICHELLE IS PUTTING ONE LAST BOX IN 

THE ALREADY OVERSTUFFED CAR. 

 

IT TAKES SEVERAL SHOVES FOR HER TO 

GET THE HATCHBACK TO LATCH. 

 

SHE BACKS AWAY SLOWLY AS WE HEAR 

THE CAR CREAKING FROM THE INTERNAL 

PRESSURE. 

 

HER HUSBAND ENTERS. 

 

 

THE HATCHBACK POPS OPEN, 

UPPERCUTTING HUSBAND AND KNOCKING 

HIM OUT COLD. 

 

THEN ALL FOUR DOORS POP OPEN, 

SPILLING THE CAR’S CONTENTS. 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
HUSBAND: 
“HEY HON, I –“ 
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BACK TO MICHELLE (AS IN OPENING) –  

MICHELLE’S HOUSE, INT. 

WALKS AND TALKS THROUGH HER HOUSE 

 

 

 

MICHELLE TAKES OUT HER MOBILE 

DEVICE (PHONE/TABLET?), 

DEMONSTRATING THE EASE OF 

DASHBOARD, ETC. 

 

AS SHE WALKS, SHE PASSES A PAIR OF 

CLOSETBOX MOVERS CARRYING OUT 

BRANDED BOXES. 

 

SHE ENTERS A SPACIOUS UNCLUTTERED 

SITTING ROOM WHERE ALLISON STEPS 

INTO A CLOSET. 

 

MICHELLE LANDS AT THE CLOSET… 
 
 
… AND SHUTS THE DOOR, CLOSING 
ALLISON INSIDE. 
 
 

MICHELLE:  
“CLOSET BOX FINALLY MAKES STORAGE 
SMART. YOU JUST BOX UP YOUR THINGS, 
THEN THEY PICK IT UP – FOR FREE – AND 
STORE IT SECURELY.” 
 
 
 
“AND FROM YOUR PERSONALIZED 
DASHBOARD, YOU CAN EVEN TELL THEM 
TO BRING BACK WHATEVER YOU WANT, 
WHENEVER YOU WANT IT.” 
 
 
 
 
“NO TRUCK RENTALS, NO MOVING 
EQUIPMENT, NO HAVING TO HAUL IT 
YOURSELF.” 
  
 
ALLISON: “MY SCARF!” 
 
 
SO YOUR LIFE CAN GET A LITTLE BIT 
SMARTER.  
 
 

 



Inland	Empire	Health	Plan	(IEHP)	is	a	not-for-
pro7it,	Medi-Cal	and	Medicare	health	plan	in	
California.	With	a	provider	network	of	over	
4,000	providers	and	more	than	1,500	
employees,	IEHP	serves	over	1.2	million	
residents	of		Riverside	and	San	Bernardino	
counties	who	are	enrolled	in	Medi-Cal,	Cal	
MediConnect	(Medicare),	or	the	Healthy	Kids	
Program.



:30	TV	–	IEHP	Nurse	Advice	Line	
________________________________________________________________________	

	

ANGLE	ON:	

A	LINE,	forming	on-screen,	traveling	from	left	to	right	of	frame.	

	

VO:	

This	is	a	line.		 	 	 1	
And	lines	are	a	fact	of	life.			 2	
	

ON-SCREEN:	

The	Line	ANIMATES	to	the	heartbeat	of	an	EEG	monitor	(3),	a	sound	waveform	(4),	
the	lines	in	a	roadway	(6)–	all	accompanied	by	related	SOUND	EFFECTS.	
	

VO:	

No	matter	who	you	are	or	where	you	live,	someday	you’re	going	to	encounter	a	
line	or	two.		
	

ON-SCREEN:	

Now	the	line	animates	into	our	familiar	IEHP	BLOBS	-	standing	in	a	line	–	in	groups	

or	alone.		Some	are	bored,	some	are	having	conversations,	some	looking	ahead	

impatiently	to	the	front	of	the	line.	(7)	
	

We	travel	along	this	line	of	people	over	the	VO,	then	stop	at	a	KID	BLOB,	who	

suddenly	SNEEZES.	(8)	
	

PULL	BACK	TO	REVEAL:	

The	other	Blobs	all	stop	what	they’re	doing	to	look	at	Kid	Blob	for	a	beat.	(9)	
	

Then,	like	dominoes,	they	ALL	START	SNEEZING,	right	down	the	line	starting	at	Kid	

Blob,	all	the	way	to	the	end.	Their	cheeks	turn	red	(fever),	they	rub	their	noses,	they	

sniffle	and	cough.	(10)	
	

ANGLE	ON:	

Camera	SWOOPS	OUT	to	reveal	the	Blobs	are	all	now	standing	in	line	at	an	

EMERGENCY	ROOM	(indicated	by	signage,	nurse	at	reception	desk,	etc.).	(11)	
	

VO:	

But	there’s	one	line	IEHP	thinks	is	a	lot	better	than	the	others…		
	

	

	

ANGLE	ON:	

Camera	swoops	in	to	MOM	BLOB	surrounded	by	her	sniffling	family,	holding	a	

crying	baby.	



	
She	pulls	out	her	PHONE	and	dials	.	(12)	
	
VO:	
The	Nurse	Advice	Line.	
	
PULL	OUT	TO	REVEAL:	
Mom	Blob	and	family	are	no	longer	in	line,	but	now	more	comfortable	in	their	HOME		
(flat	design,	single	line)	as	Mom	Blob	chats	on	phone	and	NAL.	(13)	
	
SWOOP	UP	TO:	
Another	LINE	animates	from	her	phone	to	a	NURSE	ON	A	PHONE	talking	to	her.	
(14)	(15)	
	
VO:	
Now,	for	life’s	everyday	aches	and	pains,	the	Nurse	Advice	Line	is	there	for	
you:	your	free,	convenient	and	personalized	connection	to	the	medical	
professionals	at	IEHP.		All	from	the	comfort	of	your	home	–	without	the	line.	
	
PULL	OUT	TO	REVEAL:	
Our	Blob	Family	-	still	in	their	cozy	home	-	is	tucked	in	their	beds,	thermometers	in	
mouths,	snuggled	close,	on	the	mend.	(16)	
	
TAG	VO:	
With	IHEP	and	the	Nurse	Advice	Line,	the	journey	of	life	should	always	lead	to	
Destination	Health.	
	
ON-SCREEN:	
Phone	number,	details,	etc.	



Variations	on	a	video	script	for	the	brand’s	
PowerChoice	water-saving	toilets.	The	challenge	
for	this	project	was	to	address	issues	of	bodily	
functions	in	an	engaging	way	without	being	vulgar	
or	inappropriate.	Second	version	produced	on	spec.



Jacuzzi –  
 
VO: OKAY. 
  
 We all know what this is.  
 

It’s a toilet and we all use it. 
 

One thing that does one thing.   
 
(flush) 

 
But WE do MORE than one thing.  
 
We do TWO things.   
 
(#1 & #2) 
 
AND this one thing can WASTE a lot of one thing: water.  STATS ON WATER 
WASTE FROM TOILETS. 
 
So why use one thing that does one thing? 
 
Introducing the Jacuzzi PowerChoice. 
 
It does two things.  Just like you. 
 
 
OK. 
 
You know what this is? 
 
WRONG. 
 
It’s not ‘just a toilet’ – What’s the matter with you? 
 
It’s a JACUZZI. 
 
No, not that kind of Jacuzzi, idiot.   
 
You don’t soak in it, you go in it. 
 
And then because your old toilet wasted like 5 gallons of water, this one gives you 
a choice: 



An Eco Flush for lower water flush volume… 
 
Or a Power Flush for higher water flush volume. 
 
Jacuzzi calls it ‘PowerChoice’ which makes sense because it can save you water 
without sacrificing power.  So they’re geniuses over there. 
 
So you choose: 
 
Up 
 
Or Down. 
 
Power when you need it, savings when you don’t 
 
It’s like a super genius toilet. 
 



Canvas	is	a	mobile	platform	that	makes	it	
simple	for	business	to	automate	how	work	is	
done,	replacing	outdated	process	and	
expensive	paperwork.	The	Canvas	App	works	
on	smartphones	and	tablets,	helping	
companies	easily	collect	information	across	
their	organization,	share	it	instantly	with	
others	and	gain	real-time	insight	on	their	
business	operations.



INT. OFFICE, DAY.

A typical office cubicle bullpen. Workstations piled with 
paper, computers, etc. The perimeter is lined with FILE 
CABINETS.

Worker’s go about their business quietly, until -

JIM POPS UP from one of the cubicles.

JIM
What is going on here?!

Jim steps out of his cubicle and walks toward camera.  
Workers stop to watch him.

JIM (CONT’D)
Is this really what your business 
was supposed to be?

He grabs an IN-BOX from a cubicle - full of paper. 

Jim THROWS the entire thing over his shoulder, raining paper 
down behind him.

JIM (CONT’D)
I thought you wanted to create 
something that was productive and 
useful.  I thought you wanted to do 
some GOOD in the world!

Jim starts opening file cabinets and DUMPING all their paper 
contents on the floor.  Some workers are starting to follow 
him around the office...

JIM (CONT’D)
Instead, you’re at the helm of this 
anchored down paper barge, on the 
verge of sinking, man!

Now the ENTIRE office is behind Jim, including a few 
EXECUTIVES who’ve popped out of their offices to see what’s 
going on.  Paper is flying everywhere as workers have now 
taken part in the revolution Jim has started.

JIM (CONT’D)
I know you’re better than this.  
You’re the captain of your destiny. 
This ship of yours is a clipper at 
full sail, slicing through the 
glorious open seas of commerce!



Now the whole office is up. Jim pulls from his pockets a 
CARRIER BRANDED TABLET, SMARTPHONES AND LAPTOPS (some movie 
magic, as he will have enough for everyone there) and starts 
handing them over his shoulder to those behind him who pass 
them on.

JIM (CONT’D)
Let’s dump the ballast, Captain! 
Canvas is the wind at your sails!

As the workers discover what’s on their tablets...

ANGLE ON:

Tablet SCREEN - A Canvas app in full operation.

JIM (CONT’D)
Canvas is the revolutionary way to 
digitally collect your data - from 
billing to inventory, invoices to 
databases - with customizable apps 
for any type and sized business. 
All securely stored in the Canvas 
cloud...

A Male Worker has ripped open his shirt. A Female Worker lets 
down her hair, a FLAG appears to be flying in the background. 
One cubicle might be on FIRE, paper appears to be pouring 
down from the ceiling, the sprinkler system has gone off, but 
no one cares, they’re finally LIBERATED!

Jim hands off his last TABLET to an Average Looking Worker 
behind him, his TIE wrapped around his head like a bandana.

JIM (CONT’D)
...So we can get this ship sailing 
again!

The office ROARS its approval as Jim continues off frame.

The average looking guy looks at the tablet and is suddenly 
INFUSED with power.

We PULL BACK as he LIFTS the tablet high over his head, ready 
to take on whatever is next.

(And maybe, if we can afford a little more movie magic, we 
make all the paper disappear in an instant at this point)

SUPER:

“CANVAS. YOU’RE WELCOME, PLANET EARTH.”

2.



INT. DRAB, QUIET OFFICE - DAY

The office is grey, flourescently lit, normal. Clean, except *
for stacks of PAPER, file cabinets, bankers boxes pretty much 
everywhere. Maybe it’s a law office - but not too fancy.

A WORKER and CO-WORKER at a CUBICLE going over a project.

CO-WORKER
Let’s make sure the contacts on 
this account are all backed up in 
our database, ok?

The worker, seated, looks SICK. *

WORKER
(out of it)

Um. Ok...

CO-WORKER
Hey, you look sick.

WORKER
Hm? Oh, I’m fine.  Just a little 
tired, I guess...

The Worker slides a giant bound stack of papers (the 
Database) in front of him, blows some DUST off it, and starts *
leafing through it...

CO-WORKER
(realizing, horrified)

Oh, God. You have APIS, don’t you?

WORKER
(shifty)

What? No, no. This is just... you 
know, the flu.

CO-WORKER
No, it’s not, Gary. What’s that on 
your neck?

ON GARY

There’s suddenly a POST IT note on his neck.

He feels for it, then quickly YANKS it off.

WORKER
(starting to panic)

No, the wind must have blown it 
onto me --



CO-WORKER
Oh, dear Lord -- 

(to the whole office)
GARY HAS APIS!!!!

WORKER
Shhhhhh! Quiet! I’m fine, really!

The Worker reaches toward the Co-worker to quiet her, 
revealing...

His PALMS are covered with POST IT NOTES. *

WORKER (CONT’D)
(off his hands)

Oh, no...

Gary and the Co-Worker stare at each other, then:

Gary’s focus drifts to the Co-Worker’s NECK.

A tiny POST-IT note is now there. She feels for it then:

The Co-worker lets out a blood-curdling SCREAM. *

The office is suddenly thrown into PANDEMONIUM.

Workers SCRAMBLE to get away from Gary and the Co-worker as 
they both are now becoming completely covered in PAPER.

Paper FLIES everywhere - file cabinets toppled, boxes 
spilled. It’s a horror movie.

Gary and the Co-worker are trampled to the floor, now covered 
in paper - it’s coming out of their MOUTHS...

WIDE ON

The office - in complete disarray - it’s the zombie 
apocalypse. 

As paper consumes the entire office:

V.O.
This is just one of the tragic and 
avoidable results of Acute Paper 
Influx Syndrome, or APIS.

Canvas - PSA2 (05.06.13) 2.



GRAPHICS

The words appear onscreen (maybe the letters are made of *
MOLDING PAPER) as the narrator says them, then the acronym *
forms from those words, as in a pharmaceutical commercial...

Workers start to fall, a window SHATTERS. Someone runs from a 
copier, chased by a swarm of FLUTTERING POST-IT NOTES. It’s a *
nightmare.

V.O. (CONT’D)
Signs of APIS include: file 
folders, duplicate forms, paper 
invoices, sign-in sheets, hard 
copies, notepads and rectal 
bleeding. At the first signs of 
APIS, take Canvas immediately.

ANGLE ON

A MEDICINE BOTTLE with the Canvas logo on the label. In the 
background, blurred, more workers are succumbing...

V.O. (CONT’D)
Canvas is a non-prescription 
solution to APIS and related paper 
accrual conditions. For more 
information about how Canvas can 
cure your business’s APIS, visit 
gocanvas.com now.

JIM QUIGLEY, in a FULL HAZMAT SUIT, enters frame in the *
foreground, helping a seemingly unaffected WORKER 2 from the 
floor.

JIM
Hi, I’m Canvas CEO, James Quigley. 
I’m here to help. 

Jim and Worker 2 escape to a neighboring GLASS-ENCLOSED *
CONFERENCE ROOM. *

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - A LITTLE LATER *

Worker 2 sits on the conference table, an IV IN HER ARM. Next *
to her hangs an IV BAG with the CANVAS LOGO on it. *

They stare out into the office, now a RISING SEA OF PAPER *
(digital effect). *

WORKER 2 *
What about the others? *
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JIM *
It’s too late for them. *

ALT: *

“We need to leave them in the last century” *

“Canvas will always be here for them” *

REVERSE *

Jim and Worker2 staring through the glass, the paper RISING *
ominously, blacking out the light, fading us to *

BLACK. *

CANVAS GRAPHICS.

V.O.
(70’s horror movie trailer *
voice - gravely serious) *

Canvas. Because running your *
business shouldn’t be a nightmare. *

Canvas - PSA2 (05.06.13) 4.



“Stupid” @:90   
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JIM QUIGLEY sits in a modern white office.  White couch, desk, rug, coffee table, wall 
art, curtains, etc.  Sleek modern design with no clutter.  . A sanctuary of order.  
 
Displayed lovingly through the office are various MOBILE DEVICES – smart phones, 
tablets, Blackberries  
 
Jim addresses the camera. 
 
JIM:  Hi, I’m Jim Quigley, CEO of Canvas.  Canvas lets you easily turn your 

old-school paper forms into apps you can use on any mobile device…  
 
(He gestures toward the mobile devices on display) 
  
 Whether it’s invoices, receipts, surveys, contracts, or reports –any data 

you collect for your business on paper can now be efficiently and securely 
stored on the Canvas cloud – and it’s readily available, in real time, on 
your mobile device.   

 
(During the above, we can see existing animation of Canvas at work…) 
 
 But here’s the truth: I’m on a mission to rid the business world of stupid 

paper forms.  Why?  Because I hate paper.  It’s my enemy.  Let’s just 
leave it at that.   

(Beat) 
 Ok, Canvas is good for the environment.  Is that better?   
 
A DELIVERY PERSON (Male) wheels in a grimy WORKTABLE.  It’s piled high with 
OLD PAPER FORMS, as well as a few medieval-looking paper handling devices: a 
HOLE PUNCHER, SHREDDER, an enormous CHECK ORDER SPIKE. 
 
JIM: (re: the cart) Canvas has saved its clients tons and tons of paper.  
 
DEL.: Just sign here… (he indicates the PAPER FORM on her clipboard) 
 
JIM: You’ve got to be kidding… (Jim grabs the clipboard and THROWS it 

offscreen, then turns to the Delivery Dude). 
 
JIM: You know what else I hate about paper? 
 
The forms AVALANCHE off the worktable, instantly destroying the order of Jim’s 
office. 
 
DEL: I don’t know what you’re talking abou— 
 

(CONT’D) 
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JIM:  Clutter. Keeping stupid paper forms organized and collecting that data 

manually is a time consuming mess.  
   
  (To the Delivery Dude) 
   
  Go ahead.  Try to organize some of this stuff. 
 
The Delivery Dude takes a pile of forms and tries to use the hole punch.  His FINGER 
gets caught.  His reaction is non-plussed, as if this has happened before. 
 
DEL:  Ow. Wow. 
 
Some BLOOD spurts from DD’s finger. 
 
JIM:   Yeah.  Hurts, doesn’t it?  Try the shredder.  
 
DD tries to use the shredder.  It jams. 
 
JIM:   Pain in the ass, right? 
 
DEL:  No, I’ve got it. 
 
DD tries to unjam the shredder with his damaged hand. The shredder STARTS UP, 
sucking DD’s hand into it. 
 
Jim calls out to his secretary. 
 
JIM:  Mrs. Winterbottom? 
 
SEC.:  Yes, Mr. Quigley? 
 
MORE BLOOD sprays out from the shredder. 
 
JIM:  I need some towels in here, please. 
 
DD YANKS his mangled hand and the bloody forms from the shredder, tries to stack 
them into neatness, then SLAMS them down on the check order spike, which IMPALES 
HIS HAND.   
 
More blood, comically spurting from his mangled hand all over the white office. 
 
SEC:  Again, sir? 

(CONT’D) 
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JIM:  Yes, again, Mrs. Winterbottom. 
 

           CUT TO: 
INT. DOCTOR’S OFFICE, LATER. 
 
Jim and DD sit in a pristine doctor’s office waiting room – potted plant, chairs.   
 
DD’s hand is wrapped in a BLOODY TOWEL.   
 
A NURSE (male) hands DD A CLIPBOARD.   
 
NURSE: We just need you to fill this out. 
 
JIM:  Gimme that… 
 
Jim grabs the clipboard out of the Nurse’s hand and WHIPS it off screen. 
 
Jim produces a TABLET DEVICE, which he hands to the DD. 
 
JIM:  Try this. 
 
DD FILLS OUT A FORM on the tablet using Canvas. 
 
JIM:  Why would you hamper your business with technology that hasn’t 

changed since the ancient Egyptians were writing on papyrus?  
 
ON THE TABLET:  A patient intake form being easily navigated with DD’s one good 
hand. He fills out his name, reason for visit, blood type…  
 
As Jim talks, at one point he takes the tablet out of DD’s hand and snaps a picture of the 
bandaged hand to demonstrate that feature… 
 
JIM:  Plus, the Canvas App Store has the world’s fastest growing catalog of 

prebuilt business apps – designed to work on every device and 
customizable by you to fit your business’s needs – no matter the size. 
Can your stupid paper do that? 

    
ON THE TABLET:  
Jim hits ‘Send’ on the form.  Immediately, we hear from offscreen: 
 
RECEP:  Thank you, Mr. Quigley.  Good to see you again. 
 

 (CONT’D) 
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JIM:   You too, Susan. 
 
 
Off ‘Susan’s’ reaction we 
 

CUT TO: 
INT. –INDETERMINATE– LATER. 
 
CLOSE ON JIM’S FACE.      
 
JIM:  There’s one thing I can think of that stupid paper is good for… 
 
PULL BACK TO REVEAL: 
 
Jim is sitting in a BATHROOM STALL (pants up).  On his lap is a chest-high stack of 
PAPER FORMS. 
 
From the stall next to Jim, we hear: 
 
VOICE:  Um… A little help? 
 
Jim pulls a few forms out of the pile and holds them under the stall for his neighbor to 
take. 
 
 
VOICE:  Thanks. 
 
JIM:  You’re welcome… 
 
 
Jim turns to camera with a self-satisfied smile. 
 
 
JIM:  … Planet Earth. 
 
Canvas ID graphics, etc. 
 
 

 
 

-END- 
 
 



The	St.	Lawrence	International	Film	Festival	is	a	
world-class	event	established	to	showcase	the	
best	in	new	and	classic	9ilms	to	a	worldwide	
audience	in	the	picturesque	St.	Lawrence	River	
Valley.		
The	St.	Lawrence	International	Film	Festival	
seeks	to	encourage	cultural	exchange,	tourism	
and	trade	by	combining	the	region's	unique	
academic,	natural,	urban	and	rural	resources	
into	a	truly	international	event.	
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Directors 
Alliance

Welcome to the

Your exclusive annual membership to Pass 
discounts, preview info, sneak peek screenings and 

more!

stlawrencefilm.com

Dear Film Fan, 

Thank you for purchasing a one-year membership to St. Lawrence International 
Film Festival’s Directors Alliance! 

Your support of the Festival aids the hard work of our staff, volunteers and the 
very filmmakers we feature each year to the enthusiastic audiences of the St. 
Lawrence River Valley. 

As a Directors Alliance member, you’re entitled to discounts on passes and 
online store items, exclusive Festival preview emails and access to our August 
Sneak Peek event. 

Because you’re an early adopter, we’re extending this membership through 
NEXT YEAR’S Festival! The expiration date of your discounts and perks is 
September 4, 2017.  

Your discount code, good for 15% off any pass or online store purchase, is 
DA15. This discount is only for named members of the Directors Alliance, and is 
not transferable. You may, however, use your discount to purchase passes and 
merchandise as gifts. 

This Festival doesn’t happen without you. It’s our distinct honor to have you as a 
member this year. 

Yours Truly, 
St. Lawrence International Film Festival

http://stlawrencefilm.com
http://stlawrencefilm.com


Four Days. Two Countries. 

ONE EVENT. 

#BeyondBorders 

St. Lawrence International Film Festival is like no other film festival in the world, with over 
25 films, 7 panels, and 8 special screenings over four days from October 22nd to October 
24th in the breathtaking St. Lawrence River region of New York and Ontario. Film fans of 
all stripes can enjoy events in Ottawa, ON, Canton and Potsdam, NY and Brockville 
Ontario during the Festilval weekend.   

Your VIP ALL-Access Pass includes admission to all Festival screenings, panels and 
special events on both sides of the border.  The journey begins on October 22nd, 2015 in 
Ottawa’s spectacular Canadian Museum of History, featuring Guest of Honor Dan 
Aykroyd presenting a 35th Anniversary screening of “The Blues Brothers” with a red-
carpet arrival, a conversation on his career and live performance with the Legendary 
Downchild Blues Band during a post screening cocktail reception featuring Aykroyd’s 
own Crystal Head brand vodka. 

Until September 15, you can receive a 10% discount off the VIP ALL-Access Pass by 
using the coupon code: ARTS10 when ordering online at www.stlawrencefilm.com  

BUY TICKETS (call to action)  
Limited seating is available for the Gala, order your tickets today! 
 
NEWSLETTER (call to action – email address)  
Join our newsletter for updates and more information on our Screenings, Panels and 
Films! 
 



Festival	short	-ilm	call	to	action	-	Instagram	gif	
activation.




